[Computational method for prediction of protein functional sites using specificity determinants].
The current available data on protein sequences largely exceeds the experimental capabilities to annotate their function. So annotation in silico, i.e. using computational methods becomes increasingly important. This annotation is inevitably a prediction, but it can be an important starting point for further experimental studies. Here we present a method for prediction of protein functional sites, SDPsite, based on the identification of protein specificity determinants. Taking as an input a protein sequence alignment and a phylogenetic tree, the algorithm predicts conserved positions and specificity determinants, maps them onto the protein's 3D structure, and searches for clusters of the predicted positions. Comparison of the obtained predictions with experimental data and data on performance of several other methods for prediction of functional sites reveals that SDPsite agrees well with the experiment and outperforms most of the previously available methods. SDPsite is publicly available under http://bioinf.fbb.msu.ru/SDPsite.